Ursuit® MPS Multi Purpose Suit is an extremely light dry suit to be worn underneath your normal clothing. Thanks to breathable Gore-Tex®-material the suit keeps your underclothing dry also with non-breathable outerwear, like flotation suit.

710,00 € VAT 24%

Estimated delivery time 2 weeks
Manufacturer Ursuit

DESCRIPTION

The Ursuit® MPS is suitable for all kinds of boating, fishing, paddling and for example nordic skating. Seam construction: double seams so that the seam will not open even when worn. Inside the seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be 100% watertight. Integrated socks. Neck seal and wrist seals warming and waterproof 2,5mm neoprene. Easy to dress and undress. Weight under 1kg (size L).

Size guide